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ACT ONE: A ROAD SIDE REST STOP                                                                                   
ACT TWO:  A BASEMENT BAR                                                                                             
ACT THREE:  AN OLD CABIN                                                                                                                                         

 



 

CLAY, 35, WHITE... STILL HAS THE MIND OF A BOY, NOT SURE ABOUT THE REAL 
WORLD 

SAM or SAMANTHA, 30, WHITE...TOUGH AS NAILS, NO FILTER, STREET SMART

BYRON, 64, AFRICAN-AMERICAN...EXPERIENCING EARLY DEMENTIA, ODDLY 
ADVENTUROUS

YOUNGER BYRON, 44. AFRICAN-AMERICAN.... REGRETS NOT DOING MORE WITH 
LIFE, GENTLE SOUL

DEBRA, 40, WHITE....RESTAURANT OWNER, NO NONSENSE, NEVER SUGAR COATS 

 



ACT ONE

A  REST STOP/LOOK  OUT  ON  THE  S IDE  OF  THE  ROAD

LIGHTS  UP

CLAY, 35, white, jeans, jacket, walks onto the stage. He 
surveys off stage and then off into the audience. 

We can make out a large circular table with two chairs 
around it in the center of the stage, but this will be used in 
Act Three. 

On the opposite end of the stage from Clay is a very 
small bar, like what you would find in the basement of a 
house. There are two high top chairs up against the bar; 
this will be used in Act Two.

Clay walks around a little more. He focuses on something 
out off stage in the distance. Clay smiles.

He takes in whatever he is looking at for a moment and 
sighs.

Entering on stage is SAMANTHA, 30, white, torn jeans, 
hoody.  She wears a light green pendant necklace as well.

Samantha just about always goes by SAM, 

She looks around and notices whatever Clay just had 
noticed.

SAMANTHA
Damn....

She smiles

SAMANTHA
That is a view.



2.

CLAY
It is.

They both just stare off towards the audience for a bit.

SAMANTHA
Can see my breath almost...

Samantha breaths out into the night.

CLAY
Clinton Creek right at the blinking tower out there.

SAMANTHA
Really? No way. You’re making that up.

CLAY (SARCASTIC)
You’re right...I’m making it up.

SAMANTHA
Would love to see this in the daylight.

CLAY
Sun up in seven hours. We can just hang out.

Samantha half smiles.

SAMANTHA
Want me to get him? He would love to see this.

CLAY
Kind of want to let him sleep.

SAMANTHA
Air would do him good.

CLAY
A lot of things would do him good.

SAMANTHA
Should I get him?
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CLAY
Sam...you do what you want...sure...go get him.

Samantha goes to walk away.

CLAY
Sam...

Samantha turns back to Clay.

CLAY
I’m cooked...been driving a while...just...cooked. Sorry if I’m short with you.

SAMANTHA
I can drive, Clay...big girl.

PAUSE

CLAY
I’ll do another few exits then you can take over.

Samantha nods and is about to walk off again, but stops.

SAMANTHA
Does he seem the same to you? When we picked him up...I...I thought he seemed 
better....sharper...

CLAY
He seems the same to me, Sam....sorry.

SAMANTHA
Don’t be sorry...just say what you think...I mean...yeah...he isn’t quite there...but...

CLAY
Sam....it’s way worse than that. Plenty of him is still there, but...plenty ain’t.

Samantha nods.

SAMANTHA
Few more weeks, might not be able to see all those twinkling towers out there...the view...
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CLAY
I think you could....even with the leaves.

SAMANTHA
Maybe on the ride back we can stop and check. Everything will bloom overnight.

CLAY
That would be something. Spring in a day. Wish this past winter wrapped up in a day.

Samantha nods.

CLAY
Samantha.

SAMANTHA
Yeah?

CLAY
Thank you for doing all this.

SAMANTHA
We agreed on it...don’t got to thank me.

CLAY
I know I...

SAMANTHA
Clay...we’re doing this. It’s gonna be great...or at least...it’s just gonna be...gonna be an 
experience. I’ll go get him.

CLAY
I should have connected with you before...before all this. I knew you were going through 
some shit, I should have---

SAMANTHA
We’re here, Clay. Together and here...and...looking off into the great beyond...we’re fine...

Samantha walks closer to Clay.

SAMANTHA
You are always in the corner of my mind...
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Clay smiles.

SAMANTHA
Come on...

Samantha walks right up to Clay.

SAMANTHA
You are always in the corner of my mind....

Samantha nods as does Clay, almost like Samantha is 
trying to get Clay to repeat what she is saying.

Pause

SAMANTHA
You...are always in the corner of my mind....

CLAY
You...are  always in the corner of my mind.

SAMANTHA
It might just be the corner...

CLAY
It might just be the corner....

SAMANTHA
But it is a large corner....

CLAY
But it is a large corner....

Pause

Samantha gets a touch closer to Clay and she smiles 
wider.

SAMANTHA
And that corner is ours.....forever.
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CLAY
And that corner is ours....

PAUSE

CLAY
Forever.

Samantha takes a breath.

SAMANTHA
I’ll say that to myself a lot...lately more and more. I taught it to Byron...to help him...I 
think he remembers it.

CLAY
I should say it more.

SAMANTHA
I’ll get a wave of panic on me...mind will race. I’ll say that to myself...gets me back on 
track.

CLAY
Lately though you’ve been better, right?

SAMANTHA
Yeah...been better for a while now. Felt something creeping up on me before, but...just 
kept breathing...cool air can help too. Still feel it a little. It can sit on you.

CLAY
Proud of you, Sam...for a while I have been...you know that.

SAMANTHA
Thank you.

CLAY
I’ll get him...stay here...enjoy this view...breath...(nodding out into the audience)  look at 
those twinkling lights. 

Clay goes to walk off stage, but turns back to Samantha.
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CLAY
That sounded weird.

SAMANTHA
What?

CLAY
Being proud of you....I’ve been proud of you for a long time. I’ve...always been proud of 
you...just more so lately....a lot more.

Samantha smiles.

CLAY
That’s all I meant.

SAMANTHA
I know, Clay. You’re a  good brother....the  best.

Clay nods and walks off.

Samantha paces for a second and looks out into the 
audience at the view.

She looks up at the stars and paces a bit more.

She begins to sing to herself.

SAMANTHA
“If All Of The Queens Had Their Queens On The Throne....”

Samantha dances a little to herself and then stops and 
takes a breath.

She looks like she is freaking out for a moment and begins 
to calm herself down.

She breathes deeply and slowly repeats one long breath 
after another as she calms herself down. She clutches at 
the pendant around her neck for a moment, then releases.

OFF STAGE we hear Clay talking...
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CLAY (O.S.)
You got it, buddy...come on, Byron....you’re good.

Samantha turns and sees them off stage. 

She exits to help Clay.

On a blank stage we hear three people walking.

SAMANTHA (O.S.)
You’ll love this.

Walking on stage is Samantha, Clay and BYRON, 64, 
African American with a dress shirt, dark pants and 
windbreaker on. Byron also has a cane he uses as he 
walks.

Byron looks out at the view in front of him.

CLAY
Glorious, huh?

BYRON
Feel like....Feel like Zeus...Zeus up in the clouds looking down.

SAMANTHA
All the way to Clinton Creek according to Clay.

BYRON
Way out into the nothing.. Glorious...truly glorious.

SAMANTHA
You like that moon, Byron?

Byron looks up.

BYRON
Glorious as well.

Byron walks around a bit.
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BYRON
Moon river...wider than a mile...

SAMANTHA
Good song.

BYRON
Glad you know that little lady. You’re refined.

Byron looks over at Clay.

BYRON
This one though.

Pause

Clay smiles.

SAMANTHA
He’s more refined than me I think...by a mile....

BYRON (STRUGGLING SLIGHTLY)
Wider...Wider than mine...Wider than that wider moon....wider than a mile...

Byron stops and stammers as he tries to remember the 
words to the song.

SAMANTHA
You got it, By.

CLAY
Yes sir, come on.

BYRON
Moon river...wider than a mile....

Byron tries to think of the words to the song as he keeps 
saying the one line over and over...

BYRON
Moon river...wider...wider than that mile....
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SAMANTHA
You got it.

BYRON
Don’t help me...ah...screw it.

CLAY
Just enjoy that view, Byron, it’ll come to you.

Byron walks towards the middle of the stage looking out 
at the view.

BYRON
Smoke signals out there.

CLAY
What?

Byron nods out towards the audience.

BYRON
Out in the nothing.

Samantha and Clay look out towards the audience at the 
view.

SAMANTHA
Oh yeah, I see.

Samantha points out towards the view.

SAMANTHA
Smoke coming from a chimney out there.

Clay sees it.

CLAY
Damn....great eye, Byron.

BYRON
They are both good actually.
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Samantha and Clay smile.

BYRON
Key to smoking salmon is pine. Most use oak, you must use pine. That is more for you, 
Clay...I know Sam here full on Vegan now.

SAMANTHA
Well...thank you for the info anyway.

BYRON
This is....this is amazing. Thank you. Thank you for waking me up for it.

CLAY
Figured you would want us to.

BYRON (NODDING)
Figured right.

CLAY
Glad I did.

BYRON
You taste the oak then the salmon.

SAMANTHA
What?

BYRON
You taste the oak when you use that to smoke the salmon...the oak dominates....oak then 
salmon.

CLAY
Glad we know, Byron. 

Clay looks over at Samantha.

BYRON
The pine just sits with it...sits with the salmon like a friend....they just have a 
conversation.

Samantha walks towards Byron.
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SAMANTHA
Like us...three of us just sitting here.

CLAY
Never trusted that oak.

BYRON
You laughing, Clay, but you’ll see...

CLAY
I get it, By. I do.

SAMANTHA
You’re the pine, Byron....By The Pine....how does that sound?

BYRON
I like it.

Samantha takes Byron by the hand and with his cane 
they gingerly walk towards the other end of the stage.

SAMANTHA
Recognize anything else out there in the great nothing?

BYRON
All the leaves coming soon. Spring will block it all out.

CLAY
We just were saying...

BYRON
Specs of that familiar light out there.

Pause

SAMANTHA (TO BYRON)
That’s beautiful. What you just said.

BYRON
Why thank you.
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SAMANTHA
Raw and beautiful.

CLAY
Clover Lake out there somewhere.

BYRON
Yeah it is.

Pause

BYRON
Skinny dip out there.

SAMANTHA
You?

BYRON
Yes me.

CLAY
No way.

BYRON
Guy Meklen....David....David....David Cohle....three of us in there....thumbnail moon 
over us...bobbing in that milky black.

Pause

Samantha looks at Byron.

SAMANTHA
Feel rested?

BYRON
I do. Little thirsty.
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CLAY
I’ll grab you something from the car.

BYRON
Naw, I’ll make it. Ain’t the Gobi desert out here.

CLAY
I’ll get it.

BYRON
Stop, Clay, I’m good. Just look out at her.

Byron gestures out at the view with his cane.

BYRON
Thank you both for waking me for this. Feel alive for sure.

Clay laughs.

SAMANTHA
We are  Spartans...and Spartans fly.

Byron just nods.

SAMANTHA
You would say that to us.  When I went away to college you said it to me. I was nervous, 
you could tell.

CLAY
Had a date in high school, junior year. You let me take your car. Just got my license. Susan 
Roby. So damn anxious. I had your keys in my sweaty ass palm ready to leave.  You 
looked me in dead in eye and said ‘we are Spartans...and Spartans fly.’

Byron shakes his head trying to remember. Samantha and 
Clay look a little sad.

BYRON
Guess it is a good line.

SAMANTHA
It is.
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Byron looks down at his cane.

SAMANTHA
You good? Got mud  on it?

Byron examines his cane more.

BYRON
No....just....yeah...little muddy out here. 

Pause

Samantha looks over at Clay like she is concerned a little.

BYRON
Early Spring rains washing away the winter....washing it....making it clean.

SAMANTHA
You good, Byron?

BYRON
Yes...just....

Clay walks over to Byron.

CLAY
Hey.

BYRON
I’m solid. I am.

SAMANTHA
Want that drink? Maybe you need something.

CLAY
You good with your meds?

BYRON
You watched me take them., Clay. I’m fine.

Pause
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BYRON
Just mud...mud on the cane...washing it away....

Samantha looks at Clay again concerned.

BYRON
Winter getting washed....washing it all away...all away.

Byron just looks at his cane and then off at the view.

CLAY
Byron...

SAMANTHA
We’re here. We’re all here, By.

BYRON
I know....I know...just...can’t get washed away....can’t get washed away...

SAMANTHA
No one is getting washed away. We’re right here...

Clay walks in closer to Byron.

CLAY
We’re on the high ground, Byron...we’re good.

BYRON
I know...I know....just...I...just gotta keep the feet planted. Keep my the feet planted 
when the wave hits me.

CLAY
No wave is coming.

BYRON
Keep my feet planted, dig my cane in...load bearing cane.

Byron pushes his cane down into the stage, miming 
getting it into the dirt.
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BYRON
Plant this cane and hold on.

SAMANTHA
You can hold onto us.

Samantha goes up to Byron and grabs his arm. Byron 
holds onto her arm.

BYRON
I’ll be your anchors, mill stone to you. I’ll take you down into the muck.

CLAY
No you won’t.

BYRON
Coming up over the horizon...wall of it all...wall of racing water coming up at us.

SAMANTHA
We’re in the best spot. Up here it’s safe.

BYRON
I feel safe because of you two. My boat. My port and starboard.

Samantha smiles. Clay walks over to Byron.

SAMANTHA
Starboard right, port is left.

Byron smiles and kisses Samantha on the head.

CLAY
You make us feel safe, Byron...you do.

BYRON
I’m a phantom floating with you....you guiding me...guiding the ghost.

SAMANTHA
Stop that. You’re right here. All of you. No phantom...no wave racing down that valley at 
us.

Byron looks over at Samantha like he is proud of her.
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BYRON
You have grown and grown Sam I Am.

Samantha smiles at Byron.

CLAY
I want eggs now...bacon too.

BYRON
Snipken’s Diner...24 hours...on the way up there.

CLAY
It closed.

BYRON
No way.

Clay looks over at Byron.

CLAY
Yeah, when we first talked about this trip I asked you about stopping there. You said it 
boarded up a few winters back.

SAMANTHA
Right.

BYRON
Naw...naw...that’s there, Clay.

CLAY
Might be something else there now, but not Snipken’s. 

Byron looks mad at himself for not remembering it.

BYRON
It’s...it is gone...isn’t it.

CLAY
We joked about it. You said all those truckers scared everyone off.

SAMANTHA
Yeah...I remember now...but...I forgot too, Byron.
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BYRON
Damn, I thought---

Samantha puts her hand on Byron’s shoulder.

SAMANTHA
Hey...me and Clay have spent enough time in a diner .

BYRON
Your mom looking down from those stars gonna curse you for saying that.

SAMANTHA
She would tell you the same, Byron...she loved her restaurant, but a lot of nights coloring 
place mats.

CLAY
Arguing that black and white weren’t colors to each other. They are colors by the way.

SAMANTHA
They aren’t.

Byron smiles.

BYRON
They are all crayons I guess anyways...trying to get out of a box.

Pause

CLAY
Can always find another diner on the way to the cabin.

SAMANTHA
That would be nice...vanilla Coke...in the mood for one...beautiful bubbles...

BYRON
You are beautiful my girl.

SAMANTHA
Thank you.

BYRON
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I take it back....better than beautiful...elegant. Like your momma’s pendant around your 
neck.

Samantha smiles and touches her pendant briefly.

BYRON
Beauty usually given...elegance always attained.

Clay nods

CLAY
Nice, Byron...maybe you don’t need that Sprite.

PAUSE

BYRON
Maybe  we should get going in a bit. Gonna start snowing.

SAMANTHA
It isn’t gonna snow...it’s Spring.

BYRON
It feel like Spring out here? 

CLAY
Byron, no snow is coming.

BYRON
Upstate is a different life. Lake effect gonna bury us.

SAMANTHA
No snow or waves. Nothing getting buried or washed away.

Samantha stares Byron dead in the eyes.

SAMANTHA
It is alright, Byron....okay?

Pause

BYRON
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Maybe, I need that Sprite...feel those bubbles...beautiful bubbles you got me thinking of. 
Crack a can and look at this view a hot minute more.

CLAY
I’ll grab it.

BYRON
Thank you, Clay.

Clay walks off stage.

Byron and Samantha sit there in silence. 

SAMANTHA
You excited to see the cabin again? I can’t remember the last---

BYRON
Samantha.

Samantha turns to Byron

SAMANTHA
Yes?

BYRON
Before Clay comes back...need you to do something....

SAMANTHA
Anything, Byron.

Samantha looks concerned and walks closer to Byron.

BYRON
My cane...

Samantha looks down at the cane Byron is leaning on.

SAMANTHA
Muddy, huh?
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BYRON
Not that.

Pause

BYRON
There’s something on it.

SAMANTHA
I’ll get it clean, sorry...didn’t think about the mud and the dirt.

BYRON
Sam...

Byron tries getting Samantha’s attention with the way he 
looks at her and speaks.

Samantha is locked on Byron.

BYRON
There’s a snake on it.

SAMANTHA
What?

Samantha jumps back for a second as she looks at the 
cane.

SAMANTHA
Where?

BYRON
There’s a snake on it, Sam.

SAMANTHA
Byron....

BYRON
There is.

Samantha calms down and looks at the cane and then 
something hits her.
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SAMANTHA
Okay....calm down...okay....

Clay comes back on stage with a can of Sprite.

Clay walks over to Byron and hands it to him.

Odd pause.

BYRON
Thank you.

CLAY
You guys, okay? 

SAMANTHA
We’re good.

BYRON
Clay...you mind grabbing me a cold one?

CLAY
That was buried in ice, By.

BYRON
A bit colder if you don’t mind. Maybe  a bit deeper in the cooler.

CLAY
Yeah.

Clay takes the can of Sprite back from Byron.

CLAY
Feels good to me.

BYRON
The cold going down....feels good...ice cold.

Pause as Clay stares at Byron

CLAY
Ice cold.
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Samantha tries to break the tension.

SAMANTHA
Ice, Ice baby.

Clay walks off stage with the can of Sprite in hand.

Pause

BYRON
He won’t get it, Sam...sorry I had to do that...but...he won’t get it.

SAMANTHA
Maybe he would.

BYRON
Maybe, but not now.

SAMANTHA
He gets it, Byron, he does....he knows.

BYRON
He wouldn’t let you do it. He would stop you.

SAMANTHA
Stop me from doing what?

BYRON
I need you to cut the snake off. 

Pause

BYRON
Need you to cut the snake off my cane.

Pause

SAMANTHA
Yeah...okay, Byron.
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Samantha thinks for a second and then goes into a pocket 
on her pants.

She mimes taking something out of her pocket. We can 
tell it is nothing, but Byron believes there is something in 
her hands.

SAMANTHA
Scissors? Will that do the trick?

BYRON
Yes, that will do fine.

Samantha bends down and leans in towards the cane and 
is about to cut off the snake from Byron’s cane.

Samantha stops though and looks at the cane and scissors 
in her hand that she knows aren’t there, but is pretending 
they are.

SAMANTHA
I’ll do it quick.

BYRON
What?

Samantha looks up at Byron.

SAMANTHA
It won’t suffer.

BYRON
Good.

SAMANTHA
Don’t think it is poisonous.

BYRON
Venomous.

SAMANTHA
Right...venomous. 
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Samantha half smiles and then cuts away the snake that 
isn’t there with the scissors that aren’t there, miming all 
of it.

SAMANTHA
There we go.

Samantha looks up at Byron.

BYRON
Good....good.

SAMANTHA
No suffering, just a flash of pain.

BYRON
Thank you, Sam.

Clay walks in with a new can of Sprite.

Samantha gets up from being hunched over.

CLAY
His cane dirty? Sorry about the mud out here.

BYRON
No worries. Sam did it.

CLAY
Did what?

Slight Pause.

Byron takes a breath, almost like he is trying to calm 
himself down. Clay notices.

SAMANTHA
His cane got stuck in the mud. Just made sure it was good.

CLAY
Is it good?
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Pause

SAMANTHA
Yes.

Clay gives the can of Sprite to Byron.

BYRON
Thank you. 

Pause

CLAY
Should get going probably.

SAMANTHA
Agreed.

Byron takes another breath.

CLAY
Byron...

Byron turns to Clay.

CLAY
You okay?

BYRON
I am.

CLAY
You gonna crack that Sprite? You were dying for it.

BYRON
Well, maybe if someone would open it for me.

SAMANTHA
I got it.

Samantha goes to reach for it, but Clay takes the can.
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CLAY
I should have opened it already.

Clay opens the can and hands it to Byron.

BYRON
Thank you, Clay....thank you.

Byron takes a sip.

BYRON
There it is...ice cold that one.

CLAY
Other one just plain old cold?

BYRON
It was.

Pause as Byron and Clay stare at each other.

Samantha walks off a bit away from them.

SAMANTHA
Pupils fully dilated now.

CLAY
What?

SAMANTHA
Used to the darkness...can see more lights out there.

Pause

BYRON
Those lights can see you too.

Clay looks out at the view.
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CLAY
Don’t think I’m used to  the darkness just yet. Seems like the same amount of twinkling 
out there.

BYRON
Used to the darkness....

Pause

CLAY
Saying something, Byron?

BYRON
That’s the worst part of it.

CLAY
Of what?

BYRON
Worst part of the dark....getting used to it.

Pause

CLAY
You were begging  for that Sprite...now barely touching it.

Samantha turns to Clay a little mad.

SAMANTHA
Clay, chill.

BYRON
I’m savoring it....cold bubbles....learn to savor, Clay

Pause

Clay walks towards Byron.

CLAY
That was the same can as before. Didn’t even reach for a new one...just let it sit on the 
roof of the car. Checked my phone and came back over.
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Pause

CLAY
What’s up, Byron?

SAMANTHA
You think he could tell the difference, Clay? Stop this.

CLAY
What’s up, Byron?

SAMANTHA
None of us could tell the difference with that, Clay. Come on.

Clay remains locked on Byron.

CLAY
Tell me what’s up, Byron or I’ll start in on Sam.

Byron takes a sip of Sprite.

SAMANTHA
Clay, let’s get going....

Clay looks over at Samantha then back at Byron.

CLAY
I knew you were getting bad. Sam wanted to think you were getting better. You aren’t are 
you?

Byron takes another sip from his Sprite.

Samantha walks in between Byron and Clay.

SAMANTHA
Clay....stop.

BYRON
No, Sam...

Byron puts her hand on Samantha’s shoulder.
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BYRON
No....I’m....I’m not going good, Clay....

CLAY
Why you hiding it, Byron?

BYRON
It’s getting bad now.

CLAY
So why hide it?

Pause

BYRON
I know you, Clay.

Byron takes another sip from his Sprite.

BYRON
When I have my bouts...have my flare ups. I don’t think you get it.

CLAY
What?

SAMANTHA
Let him say it, Clay. You asked.

Pause

BYRON
I’m dying with this, Clay....you know it...Sam knows it...brain is covered in my own 
darkness...it’s getting worse and it’s gonna kill me....and as it kills me it’s going to make 
me see things you can’t see....horrible things...when I tell you what I see.. You don’t 
understand it.

CLAY
And Samantha does?

BYRON
Yes, Clay...Samantha does. 
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When I tell you what I’m seeing you tell me fight through it...I got none of that left in me 
now, Clay...I’m bobbing up and down in the oily waters....something slithering by my leg 
every other minute....

Pause

Clay paces for a bit.

BYRON
Bobbing up and down hoping whatever is under me just goes on by...and doesn’t decide 
to stay.

Clay stops pacing and turns to Byron.

CLAY
Because of what Sam goes through? Her anxiety? I freak out too you know. Have plenty 
of my own issues. That why you trust her over me?

BYRON
Damn it, Clay...I trust both of you...it’s myself...my cluttered dark...those bits of protein 
sitting up here. (gesturing towards his head) Those bits that are bobbing under me in the 
black...that’s what I don’t trust...

SAMANTHA
He trusts us both. He does, Clay.

Pause

CLAY
I...I’ll listen more....I will.

BYRON
You listen fine, Clay....it’s just....when the beast comes from the beneath...Samantha 
understands it...(looking back at Samantha) she swims with a similar one....

Clay shakes his head and just stands there.

Pause

Clay walks off away from Byron and Samantha.
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CLAY
I get it...not a fan of it...but...naw...actually...screw that, Byron.

Clay walks back over to Byron.

CLAY
Screw that!

SAMANTHA
Clay!

Samantha walks over in front of Clay, almost getting in 
his way.

SAMANTHA
Be nice.

BYRON
Let him say it, Sam...let him scream it.

Pause

CLAY
I...I did...I do everything for you...everything, Byron. I can’t be at the top of this little 
pyramid with you two?

SAMANTHA
It ain’t that.

CLAY
I do it all, Byron. Sam is off backpacking somewhere...traveling...hiking up some 
mountain...and...fuck...fuck! The worrying I do about you, Byron...little fucking 
games...your Sprite...here let me taste it.

Clay grabs the can of Sprite out of Byron’s hand. 

Samantha tries to block Clay, but he shoves her out of  
the way. Samantha hits the ground hard.

Clay walks away from them with the can of Sprite.
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Samantha slowly gets up and dusts herself off.

BYRON
Clay...put it on me.

Clay takes a sip of the Sprite.

CLAY
Mmmmm...oh yeah..Just the right amount of cold if you ask me...

BYRON
Clay.

Clay keeps sipping the Sprite.

CLAY
Man those beautiful bubbles.

Clay takes a huge slurp from the can, intentionally being 
loud and annoying with it.

CLAY
Might actually be the best damn can of Sprite I have ever put these lips on!

BYRON
CLAY!

Clay takes a large sip and begins pouring the can straight 
into his mouth getting it all over himself and spitting it 
out into the night.

CLAY
Mmmmmmm! MMMMMMMM!!!!!

Byron chucks his cane at Clay’s back. Byron can barely 
muster any strength though and the cane  floats out of his 
hands and knocks Clay gently in the back.

Byron tries to keeps his balance, but can’t and half 
crumbles into the ground. 
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Samantha goes to help Byron up, but Byron just sits 
there almost needing a minute.

Clay looks down at the cane. He leans down and picks it 
up. He raises the cane high and examines it.

CLAY
I don’t see any snakes on this bad boy. Sam take care of them? What? I couldn’t? Don’t 
think I know what you see? Don’t think I hear you speaking out to yourself? 

SAMANTHA
Clay! Stop!

Samantha tries to help Byron up, but it looks like he 
almost wants to stay there.

Clay looks at the cane as he holds it up above him.

CLAY
Maybe it attracts them...the cane...maybe those are cane snakes....this made of pine?

Samantha puts her face in her hands, dejected and mad. 
Byron puts his arm on her shoulder to console her as he 
sits there on the ground.

Samantha  slunks down and sits next to Byron.

CLAY
Maybe it’s the pine, Byron.

Clay smells the cane.

CLAY
Naw...oak...old...varnished useless oak in here too. Maybe that’s what attracts them. 
Those slippery beasts that slink below you...

Clay again holds the cane up high above him.

LONG PAUSE

CLAY
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I here by make this claim to be the Cane of Clay, made of pine and oak and recycled 
Sprite cans, forged in the five fires of the great valley...I use it to now swear off the great 
wave coming up over the hills at us!

Clay turns and faces the audience dead on. He has the 
cane out in front of him, holding it from the bottom.

CLAY
I stop the water, the waves, the fire, the end, the moon falling onto us, my glorious 
crooked pine and oak say no more to you!

Byron and Samantha half look up at Clay, but still 
dejected and sad.

CLAY
I know why you small slithering beasts want it! You know if you can have it then the 
great wave can come and the moon can fall, but I say no! NO!

Pause

SAMANTHA
Clay...please...

CLAY
Stay away from my the powerful pine my great overlord...the sweet, sweet Byron has 
forged...

SAMANTHA
Clay, please stop.

CLAY
Now though....I can feel it. I know how to keep these snakes away. I know what I must 
do.

Clay turns to Samantha and Byron. The cane still raised 
high above him.

CLAY
It is clear now under  these glorious bursting specks of light on this glorious mountain 
top, I must break the cycle, I know now how to keep the snakes away! Away forever!!
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Clay suddenly brings the cane down and breaks it over 
his knee. The cane cracks in two pieces. 

Clay looks at the pieces and drops them in front of 
Byron and Samantha.

Samantha has her hands over her mouth like she is holding 
back crying or screaming or both.

Pause

Clay addresses Samantha and Byron quietly and softly 
now. Like he is coming down from some high and being 
more himself now.

CLAY
Don’t lie to me...don’t bullshit me. I’ve gone through the muck and the weeds and the 
dark cracks of your shit forever now, taking care of you...being there...losing 
relationships...losing time...losing my mind!

Pause

CLAY
Losing my mind right along with you, Byron. Surprised you couldn’t see it, but hey...you 
see everything else I guess...snakes...demons and beasts...everything, but me.

Long Pause

Clay walks off stage.

Byron struggles to get up and Samantha helps him.

They both stand up and Samantha has to prop Byron up 
a bit. The two both hug and hold each other almost like 
there is nothing else they can do in that moment.

SAMANTHA
I’m sorry...I’m....I’m sorry.

Samantha and Byron release the hug after a moment.
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BYRON
Don’t you be sorry now.

Byron looks off stage where Clay exited.

BYRON
It’s him. It is our boy king that needs to be sorry. You hear me? Hey! You hear me?! Boy 
king with your boy cane! Come back out of the dark...I’ll show you the dark!

Samantha puts her hand on Byron’s cheek trying to calm 
him down.

BYRON
Show you a little taste of it...taste of what’s waiting for you up there....up there nestled 
in those mountains! Up on those peeks what’s waiting for us!

Byron pushes Samantha’s hand off his face.

BYRON
Boy king will protect us!? Protect us from what’s up there!? I think not!

Byron starts to try and walk away from Samantha 
towards his broken cane and where Clay exited.

BYRON
You think you know what’s up there?! Way more than silly snakes...she is up there,  
Clay! Her Majesty!

Samantha tries to help Byron walk, but he pushes her off 
him trying to walk on his own.

BYRON
You think I want to go there, Clay?! One last run up into the mountains before my brains 
go into the dark!

Byron walks to the spot where the broken cane pieces 
are.

BYRON
It’s all waiting for us, Clay...not just me...you and Samantha too. You and your sister will 
see what I see...see her in all her glorious glory...her tentacles and fangs....
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Byron reaches down and picks up the remnants of the 
cane. He struggles to lean back up and only grabs one 
piece of the cane.

BYRON
Won’t just be me seeing her....you  and your sister will see her. She can see us now 
probably...her many eyed hide. ..looking out at us coming up her road...coming up to her 
lair...coming up to Cairo!

Byron leans down trying to get the other piece of cane.

BYRON
We have to put it back together...one more time...put things where they need to go...where 
they need to be.

Byron can’t keep his balance and collapses to the ground, 
hitting butt first.

He just sits there for a moment.

BYRON
I have to put it back together for you....for you two...the boy king and the princess to 
be...

Byron has the two pieces of cane in his hands.

Byron sticks the two halves of his cane together.

BYRON
Put it all back to protect you two...otherwise she will get you...The Queen of 
Cairo...and...she is hungry.

Samantha walks over to Byron and sits next to him.

BYRON
It’s up to me. Up to me to fix it...to save you...

Samantha puts her hand on Byron’s.

BYRON
Save it all.
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A long moment of silence as Byron and Samantha sit 
there. Byron with his broken cane in his hands. Clay 
slowly walks back out on stage.

Clay stands over Byron and Samantha. Clay leans down 
and helps Byron to his feet. Samantha takes the pieces of 
cane from Byron.  Samantha and Clay both help Byron 
walk back to the car. The three of them slowly limp off 
stage, but then stop. Byron turns and Clay and Samantha 
help him turn to look back out at the view.

Byron admires the view one more time. He looks up at 
the night sky and then back out at the view towards the 
audience. Byron turns back and Clay and Samantha guide 
him along as they all exit.

LIGHTS  OUT

END ACT ONE
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ACT TWO

THE  BASEMENT  BAR  IN  THE  BACK  CORNER  OF  THE  STAGE

LIGHTS  UP

Standing behind the bar is DEBRA, 40, white, a dark 
flannel and jeans on. She is arranging something under the 
bar. The same light green pendant necklace that Samantha 
was wearing Debra is wearing now.

Off stage we hear a voice.

VOICE
Deb?! Hey, Deb?!

Debra looks to where the voice is coming from.

DEBRA
In the basement...had to run down here for a second.

A pain hits Debra. She stops and grabs her side for a 
second.

We hear foot steps of someone coming down a set of 
stairs.

Walking on stage is a YOUNGER BYRON, 44, a dress 
shirt and slacks on.

BYRON
Up and vanished on me.

DEBRA
Sorry, looking for something.

Debra looks behind her bar.

BYRON
Magic tonic?
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DEBRA
Maybe not magic, but wanted to try something special.

BYRON
Well...Denise is passed out....Jack And Donna  might take off soon.

DEBRA
They’re not worthy of this.

BYRON
Think I’m done for the night...had my one...sorry I’m boring.

DEBRA
Ah.

Debra finds something under her bar and goes into get it.

BYRON
Find your buried treasure?

DEBRA
I think.

Debra puts a bottle of whiskey on the bar.

DEBRA
Was buried in the back.

BYRON
Told you I would put a  light in down there for you.

DEBRA
Give that a try.

BYRON
Told you I gotta be done now, Deb. 

DEBRA
Come on.

Byron picks up the bottle and examines it.
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DEBRA
A man just outside Inverness...place In Scotland...makes only twenty two of these a 
year.. Had a relative that was over there, was able to get me one.

BYRON
Don’t want you to waste it on me.

DEBRA
It won’t be wasted, Byron. Especially not on you.

BYRON
Think I’m good, Debra.

DEBRA
Just a kiss of it.

Debra takes back the bottle of whiskey and takes out two 
glasses.

BYRON
Sure it would be better used on Jack and Donna.

DEBRA
Screw them.

Debra opens to bottle of whiskey and smells it.

BYRON
What so special about it?

DEBRA
Something with the water from the creek...the creek comes from some tectonic run 
off..and...it’s...something he does with it.

BYRON
Magic water coming up from the cracks of eternity.

DEBRA
The creek is inhabited by elves, that’s what I tell myself.
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BYRON
Elf water, healing elf water.

Pause

DEBRA
It is magical I guess.

BYRON
Debra, seriously, I---

DEBRA
Just dip the toe.

Byron sighs. Debra opens the bottle and pours a little 
into each of the glasses.

BYRON
You better hope Denise don’t wake up. She’ll run down here and grab your magic elf 
water.

Debra grabs one of the glasses and raises it up. Byron 
reluctantly does the same.

They each have their glasses up in the air.

DEBRA
To you, sweet Byron.

BYRON
Stop.

Byron lowers his glass for a second then raises it back up.

BYRON
To you...your family...your magic elves...the party of the century you put on...and to 
Ron...wishing Ron was here, but glad...

Pause
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BYRON
Glad at least his spirit is.

DEBRA
Fuck his spirit.

Debra pounds her glass of whiskey.

Byron looks mad and shocked at what she just said.

BYRON
What? Hey...stop. Think you overdid it.

DEBRA
I did it just right, By. Now drink up that magical creek.

Byron puts down his glass.

BYRON
No.

Pause

BYRON
You tell me what’s up. Then maybe I’ll taste the magic waters.

Pause

Debra closes up the bottle and puts it back down under 
the bar.

DEBRA
I love you, Byron. Ron loved you too. He did.

Pause

BYRON
Thank you. You know I love you, Debra.

DEBRA
Ron thought the world of you. He did. And I do too.

Pause
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Byron smiles a little.

BYRON
And...I think the world of  you too...of Ron. We can keep doing this forever if you want.

DEBRA
But, I didn’t love Ron, I mean, I did for a long while, but before he went off for that last 
tour...it was gone. It was snuffed out, Byron. He knew it and I knew it. We never said 
anything, but it was all gone. Ron...he...

Debra looks like she is holding back tears almost.

Byron puts his hand on her arm.

BYRON
I’m sorry to hear that, Deb.. If you felt that, but who knows what Ron felt. Or was 
thinking.

DEBRA
He was thinking of doing one more tour, then coming home, then one more tour...then one 
more tour.

RON
Ron told me, I mean.

DEBRA
What?

BYRON
He said he was talking to someone...a therapist the army had, but---

DEBRA
He wasn’t talking to anybody, Byron. Told me the same shit. Gave me the name of 
someone.. Maybe he went to one appointment. Spent rest of his time ripping around in 
his quad. 

Pause

DEBRA
I called her office once...he never went...barely ever. Was gonna confront him with it. Had 
a whole speech mapped out up here. (pointing to her head) He came home...
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Debra gestures over to the far side of the stage.

DEBRA
Heard him come in down here, clanging around in the mud room. His boots hitting the 
floor. Heard the window squeak open just a touch. He would always tell me it was to air 
out the room, but...I knew he was just sneaking a smoke. Knew then and there, By. Knew 
that love was gone....that speech just left my brain...evaporated, not a drop of it left...all 
dried up. 

Pause

BYRON
I’m sorry..

Debra nods.

BYRON
And...sorry if putting this party on for him was tough....Damn it.

DEBRA
What?

BYRON
I pushed to have this shindig. I feel bad now.

DEBRA
Don’t...it wasn’t just you pushing for it, and I wanted to do something. Put a line in the 
sand with it all...with and with us...and...start something new.

Pause

BYRON
Oh. You...

Debra laughs.

DEBRA
No, I ain’t dating again, By. It’s not that. Ron would actually spend a lot of nights down 
here...right before he would head back over to the desert.
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Debra steps out from behind the bar and walks towards 
the center of the stage. 

DEBRA
Would just park himself  on the couch. Had to have the radio low...always on low....A.M., 
sports talk. I would come down and see him staring off at that wall. Radio low...

BYRON
I know he was dealing with it.. He never talked about it with me, but I’m sure he saw 
plenty over there.

Debra half laughs to herself.

DEBRA
Barely told me anything, By. Had to yank it out of him. I mean some stuff he would tell 
me, but eventually you stop trying to yank.

Byron gets up and walks over to Debra. He has his drink 
in his hand still.

BYRON
What’s going on? I know this day sucks...all it can do is suck I guess, but we’re all here 
for you. What’s up?

Pause

DEBRA
That was a lie.

BYRON
What? No it wasn’t.

DEBRA
No...what I said before....Ron did tell me some things....a lot of things.

Pause

Byron walks around to the other side of Debra.
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BYRON
Listen...it’s up to you and you alone what you want to share, what he told you...what he 
saw over there. Guessing your magical creek water more for you than me. Maybe it is for 
me...but, you tell me what need to tell me.

Byron walks a little closer to Debra

BYRON
It can also be nothing at all, just the sweet sound of Denise stumbling around upstairs 
when she wakes up.

DEBRA
She’s Jack and Donna’s problem now.

Debra walks back over behind the bar and pours herself 
another drink.

BYRON
You could just have mine.

DEBRA
You’re gonna have yours’, Byron.

BYRON
Told you, think I’m done, Debra.

Debra takes a sip from her drink she just poured.

DEBRA
There is something in me, Byron.

BYRON
What?

DEBRA
Something in me and it isn’t going away.

Byron walks back towards the bar where Debra is.

DEBRA
It isn’t renting....it’s staying.
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BYRON
Debbie...you---

DEBRA
In the bones now, Byron.

BYRON
Stop...what is this?

DEBRA
This is me making sure you are nice and liquored up and making sure I’m nice and 
liquored up so I can talk about my dead husband...talk about my magical brew here....and 
talk about how I’m dying, Byron.

BYRON
Debbie...stop...no ones is dying.

DEBRA
You always say Debbie when you get serious. Not Debra. Most would do the opposite.

BYRON
Well....guess I’m special. And so are you. And you aren’t dying.

DEBRA
Byron...By...By The Guy as Ron used to call you....yes...I am dying.

Pause

BYRON
What, what is---

DEBRA
Osteosarcoma.  Actually...that...that’s the first time I might have said it out loud.

Pause

DEBRA
In my head it’s spelled Oreo.

BYRON
What?
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DEBRA
Oreosarcoma.

Pause

BYRON
You...

DEBRA
I knew back in the fall. It’s been in there for a bit now. Was born in the bones, By. And it 
kept moving. Kept moving without me knowing.

Pause

BYRON
Until you did know.

DEBRA
Pain in my side...maybe a kidney stone...more than a stone though.

BYRON
When does it start? Treatment.

DEBRA
There’s....There is no treatment. 

BYRON
What?

DEBRA
There is a treatment...but...like washing a car with no transmission in her.

BYRON
There’s ways....come on.

DEBRA
There ways, Byron, but not for me. It’s late in the day for that.

Byron just shakes his head.
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BYRON
You---

DEBRA
If I felt that pain earlier, maybe if I felt it growing in there sooner, but...it’s too late, 
Byron.

Byron can’t process everything and sits down back at the 
bar.

A moment of silence.

BYRON
We gotta crack back at this...we do Debbie.

DEBRA
You gotta get at that drink.

BYRON
Hey! 

Pause

BYRON
This...isn’t how this happens.

Debra puts her hand on the side of Byron’s head.

DEBRA
Byron....it already ended...this all the credits.

BYRON
No....no, Debra...Debbie...Deb...no.

DEBRA
I’ve told just you. The party upstairs...the whole time I kept thinking who else in here, in 
my house...who else could I tell...should I tell...I made the right choice. Just you for now.

BYRON
I walked up your driveway with peach cobbler. 

DEBRA
What?
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BYRON
Obsessing over if it was enough...should have brought more...if you would get it.

DEBRA
Ron was a Georgia boy, of course I got it...everyone did. It was perfect and everyone 
thought it was perfect, just like you, Byron.

BYRON
Definitely ain’t perfect.

Byron gets up and walks away from the bar back into the 
center of the stage. He is almost exhausted and mad. 

BYRON
Whole time worried about my cobbler. There you are hosting a party and knowing me and 
you were gonna have this talk.

DEBRA
Hey.

Byron stands there.

DEBRA
Byron.

Byron slowly turns back around to look at Debra.

DEBRA
This is my call. My cobbler to bake and walk up a driveway to a house of maniacs. This 
is mine to decide what to do with.

Byron shakes his head.

Debra picks up Byron’s drink off the bar and walks it 
back over to him.

Debra hands Byron the drink and he almost reluctantly 
takes it.
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DEBRA
Magic water from a magic creek...magic peaches in a magic cobbler...one thing woven into 
another. I’m gonna let this thing weave it’s way through me. Because that’s all there is to 
do.

Pause

DEBRA
Now take that drink.

Byron walks off away from Debra back towards the bar.

He has the drink still in hand, but he doesn’t drink it.

BYRON
This is so stupid.

DEBRA
Byron.

Byron turns back to her.

BYRON
Stupid! That’s what I think of it! Stupid! 

DEBRA
By...

BYRON
You...dealt with everything after Ron died...all those tours he was away...started a 
business...run a restaurant...built a family...this is nothing...this is...

Byron takes a step and walks a bit and simply trails off 
not knowing what to say.

DEBRA
I’m giving you the kids.

A long silence.

Byron turns back around to Debra.
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DEBRA
Clay and Sam. They’re gonna go with you.

Byron slowly starts shaking his head.

Moment of silence.

DEBRA
They love you...especially, Sam.

BYRON
Debbie...

DEBRA
Ron would have wanted it.

BYRON
Debbie...I think we need to think on this all some more.

DEBRA
I have...I have a lot...that’s all I do. My mother is gonna be 80 next month. Ron’s 
brother....can’t...he just can’t raise kids.

BYRON
Your sister is great. She’s amazing---

DEBRA
She’s a world traveler now...South America this year....New Zealand next...Oceania...she 
can help...an option if you don’t want  this. But, I think you are the best, Byron. And I 
mean it. Sam and Clay love you.

Byron nods his head now processing it all.

DEBRA
When Ron’s body came back....there on the runway, coming out of the belly of that 
plane...Sam was locked on  you...waiting to see what you would do. She wanted to copy 
you...be strong like you. She looked at you more than her dad’s casket.

BYRON
I doubt that.

DEBRA
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You shouldn’t. Clay can be tough, but sometimes tough in a good way. Sam has some 
anxiety with things. She might go to therapy soon, but...they love you.

Pause

BYRON
I’m honored you thought of  me, think that of me, but raising them...a dad... it isn’t who I 
am.

DEBRA
You are a stable, gentle, good guy. And you do very well.

BYRON
I make okay money, Debbie, but...

Pause

DEBRA
Like I said...

Debra walks back around behind  the bar.

DEBRA
You don’t have to do it.

Debra pours herself one more drink from the same bottle.

BYRON
I really am honored, Debbie.

DEBRA
Sounds like that is a no.

Debra pounds back her drink.

BYRON
Debbie.

DEBRA
I know, I know...that was my last one.
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BYRON
I’m gay, Debbie.

Debra looks over at Byron.

BYRON
I...some people know...some people just assume, but...I don’t know if that is an issue or 
if...I just didn’t want you to think one day I would meet someone and...Clay and Sam 
would have a mom...I mean I might meet someone, but if it happens it happens, I---

DEBRA
Byron...you meet somebody, you meet somebody...and I hope you do. I hope it is 
another Byron. But if you don’t that’s fine too. 

Byron takes it in and almost cries.

DEBRA
You are more than enough for Sam and Clay. 

Pause

BYRON
I’m sorry, Debbie...sorry this is all happened...is happening.

Pause

DEBRA
Your mom know?

Pause

BYRON
No...she doesn’t...others do...assume, but still trying to hook me up with someone I went 
to high school with who just divorced. “She always had her eye on you” she says.

DEBRA
Maybe she’s right.

Byron, looks down at his drink still in his hand.
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BYRON
Maybe I’ll take some of your magic creek water and a peach cobbler over to her one day 
and tell her about her son.

DEBRA
Mothers know, Byron. They always know. Sometimes they’re just waiting for their kids 
to know. You decide what you want to with that. And you decide what you want to with 
Clay and with Sam.

Byron walks back over to the bar and sits across from 
Debra. He puts his drink down on the bar and looks at it.

BYRON
I really mean it. I am honored by you...by Ron...and by Clay and by Sam.

Byron is still looking down at his drink still, almost 
studying it.

BYRON
And I will try my fucking best to make Sam and Clay the best peach cobblers for the rest 
of their lives.

Debra holds back tears. She puts her hand on Byron’s 
head like before. Byron reaches out and touches her 
shoulder.

BYRON
I really will try, Debbie. I will try and try again with them.

Debra gathers herself. She looks Byron dead in the eyes.

DEBRA
Thank you.

A long moment of silence.

BYRON
This is a proper bar down here now. My grandfather would tell me...a bar is just a 
confessional...but the liquor doesn’t forgive.

DEBRA
Maybe what you got in that glass will forgive.
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Byron looks down at his drink again.

DEBRA
But maybe...while we are confessing...there is one more thing to say...about me...about 
Ron.

Byron looks up and his locked on Debra.

DEBRA
For this one, Byron...you should drink. You should.

Byron nods. He looks down at his drink and throws it 
back.  He slowly puts the glass back down on the bar.

Byron looks at Debra who picks up the bottle and pours 
herself another glass and does the same for Byron.

LIGHTS  OUT

END ACT TWO
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ACT THREE

THE  LARGE  TABLE  IN  THE  MIDDLE  OF  THE  STAGE

We hear footsteps off stage.

LIGHTS  UP

Entering are Samantha and Clay helping Byron walk 
towards the table. Byron has each of his arms draped 
over Clay and Samantha as they help him up to the  table.

Byron slowly sits down in a chair at the table. Another 
chair is across from him.

Samantha looks at the table and touches it.

SAMANTHA
Someone carved this up.

BYRON
Yes they did.

Clay looks at the table.

CLAY
Should I recognize those names?

SAMANTHA
I don’t see Dad’s on here.

CLAY
That looks like a tree.

SAMANTHA
Where?

CLAY
There.
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Clay points to a spot on the table.

BYRON
Not a tree.

Pause

CLAY
I think it is.

BYRON
Hieroglyphics.

CLAY
Few years ago they found something in a cave in Jerusalem...drawings...identical ones 
were found in Fiji...hundreds of years apart, different places.

SAMANTHA
That’s from a movie, Clay.

Clay actually gets a little mad at that comment.

CLAY
That’s from real life. Believe me...shit.

SAMANTHA
Okay, it’s from real life.

BYRON
Think that is from a movie.

CLAY
Whatever.

Clay walks around the cabin.

Samantha walks over to Byron.

SAMANTHA
How’s it feel?
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BYRON
This piece of chair under me? Like a rock.

SAMANTHA
No ya silly goose head...being here.

Byron looks around.

BYRON
It definitely feels.

CLAY
It’s got that smell still. 

BYRON
Trapped.

SAMANTHA
What?

BYRON
That smell....don’t know where to go...it’s trapped.

SAMANTHA
Smells like old wood.

BYRON
Clay is right. It’s got that scent on it still. 

Clay nods and walks almost off stage as he inspects the 
cabin more.

Samantha gets closer to Byron and almost whispers to 
him.

SAMANTHA
You okay?

Byron reaches up and touches Samantha’s shoulder.
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Samantha leans down to listen to him. Byron almost 
whispers back. 

BYRON
Ain’t heard her hooves yet. But she close.

A slight silence as Samantha takes it in.

SAMANTHA
Well...we are here, Byron. She’ll hear us too.

Byron looks up at Samantha and smiles almost, but 
doesn’t. He just touches her face.

Byron looks at the pendant on Samantha’s neck.

BYRON
Thought for a second I could see my reflection in that green glare.

Samantha touches the pendant on her neck.

SAMANTHA
The green glare will glow bright when she is near. I promise.

Byron nods and takes a breath. 

Samantha walks over to Clay and checks out the cabin.

She looks up at the ceiling of it.

SAMANTHA
I remember nails poking through the roof.

Clay looks up.

CLAY
I don’t see any nails.

Byron looks up, but then quickly looks down closing his 
eyes.
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SAMANTHA
Why do I remember that? Nails.

CLAY
Berenstein or Berenstain? Mandela Effect.

SAMANTHA
Stop with that. Don’t think it’s another reality.

Some silence as Byron takes a breath.

BYRON
I always thought Berenstein.

SAMANTHA
Me too.

Samantha looks back up.

SAMANTHA
It was cold...remember being freezing in here and looking up. Seeing those nails.

CLAY
Why would you be here when it was cold?

SAMANTHA
I feel like we came here when it was cold once.

CLAY
No way. Always in summer. Every time it was cooking out. 

SAMANTHA
Remember that stove  was on. Remember red coils in it.

CLAY
Doesn’t mean it was winter.

SAMANTHA
Uncle Andy had it open. Was heating the place. Told me to stand close to it. I was 
petrified.
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CLAY
Why were you petrified?

SAMANTHA
Something about the oven...scared me.

CLAY
Maybe it was a secret trip without me. Dad and Uncle Andy took you up here, but I 
don’t remember it.

An odd silence as Samantha and Clay look over at Byron.

They both realize he has been quiet.

Samantha walks over to Byron and he is simply looking 
straight ahead.

SAMANTHA
Byron? 

BYRON
Yeah.

SAMANTHA
You okay? 

Byron gives an answer, but he seems zoned out and 
distant.

BYRON
Always Berenstein. It was Berenstein.

SAMANTHA
Yeah...definitely, Byron.

Clay walks over to Byron and Samantha.

CLAY
Meds? Your meds good, Byron?
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SAMANTHA
That was a hell of a ride up. Maybe we don’t stay here too long. Can go back to the 
hotel.

BYRON
Don’t need that place.

CLAY
Hey...lets not push it. We wanted to check this out one last time before it got sold. We’re 
doing it. You get tired, Byron let us know. Don’t be a hero.

SAMANTHA
Still hungry? Can get you--

Byron slams the table.

Samantha and Clay both stand there in silence.

BYRON
Enough.

Pause

BYRON
It’s time to begin...time to begin.

Byron reaches down and tries taking off his left shoe. 

He struggles with it and stops and looks mad.

BYRON
Clay. 

CLAY
Yeah?

BYRON
Need you to take that shoe off.

CLAY
Byron, this floor is gross---
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BYRON
I ain’t walking anywhere. Nowhere for me.

SAMANTHA
Byron--

BYRON
The shoe, Clay!

After a bit of silence, Clay leans down and takes off 
Byron’s left shoe.

Byron grabs the shoe from Clay and digs deep into it and 
pulls out a small folded piece of paper.

Byron slowly unfolds it and almost studies it.

SAMANTHA
I could have held onto that for you, By.

CLAY
Afraid of losing it?

SAMANTHA
You got pockets, buddy.

BYRON
Shut up, both of you...while I’m with it...while I’m in this world with you we need to do 
it.

Byron takes out a pair of glasses in his pocket and puts 
them on as he studies the piece of paper in front of him.

Samantha and Clay look at each other each concerned.

Byron holds out the piece of paper for Clay to take.

Clay doesn’t take it at first.

BYRON
Clay. We have to hurry.
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CLAY
What is that?

BYRON
Just take it and read it back to me.

CLAY
No, why?

BYRON
Because she is coming!

Clay looks over at Samantha and then back at Byron.

BYRON
Samantha, take this.

Clay grabs the piece of paper from Byron and looks at it.

BYRON
Read it to me.

Byron takes off his glasses.

CLAY
Crawl space, small shelf, box, next to box, large brown case.

BYRON
Again.

CLAY
What?

BYRON
Read it again!

Odd silence.

CLAY
Crawl space, small shelf, box, next to box, large brown case.
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BYRON
Good.

Byron leans back in his chair and slowly looks up.

He closes his eyes and takes a breath and brings his head 
back down.

He takes another breath and opens his eyes.

BYRON
Okay, Clay, you and Samantha go back by the  door and into the crawl space. You should 
see it all in there...in the dark. 

SAMANTHA
See what?

BYRON
Maybe use that magic phone light to see it.

CLAY
Byron...see wha---

BYRON
Your inheritance. What your parents put away for you.

CLAY
Byron---

BYRON
Time to move....time to move now.

SAMANTHA
Byron...

Byron clutches his fist that is resting on the table and 
takes a long breath and looks like he is holding in a flood 
of rage.

Byron looks over at Samantha with a long hard stare.
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BYRON
Sam...do what I say now.

Samantha nods.

Samantha looks over at Clay.

BYRON
The two of you go now.

Samantha and Clay walk off stage, Clay looks at the piece 
of paper in his hand still as they exit.

Byron takes another breath and spreads his hands out 
across the table in front of him. 

He runs his hands over the table more and more, feeling 
the imperfections on it.

BYRON
Just let those eggs stay where they are. Let them stay where they are and how they are.

Byron leans down and smells the table. 

He takes a deep breath and lifts his head up.

BYRON
Let the oak bind them....let this oak...this strong oak keep us from her for a while and her 
young. Just give me time....just a bit more time oak. But we need pine, please for the pine 
too.

We hear footsteps off stage.

Entering on stage is Clay and Samantha. Clay has a large 
box in his hands. Samantha has a thick brown case, that 
almost looks like a work binder you would keep files in. 

They walk over to Byron.

BYRON
Yes...wow...they were there.
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SAMANTHA
DId you think they wouldn’t be?

BYRON
On the table....please...on the table.

Samantha and Clay place the box and binder on the table 
in front of Byron.

BYRON
Did you look in?

CLAY
No.

BYRON
Good.

Byron takes a long breath.

SAMANTHA
Dusty as hell, how long---

BYRON
Samantha.

Byron stares long and hard at Samantha and Clay.

BYRON
I need you to listen. Both of you need to listen. Listen well, and we need to move fast.

CLAY
Byron---

BYRON
STOP!

Samantha and Clay look right at Byron and Byron looks 
right back at them.
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BYRON
We need to move.

CLAY
Byron...stop. I’m not racing through this maze with you. If you’re losing it we leave. We 
came here to look around and reminisce. Not do a treasure hunt.

Byron puts his head down and almost talks to himself.

BYRON
It is a hunt.

SAMANTHA
What?

BYRON
It is a hunt!

Clay just starts shaking his head and walks away from 
the table.

CLAY
I can’t do this, Byron. You and Sam can do the treasure hunts. Not going down this cob 
webbed tunnel with you in the recesses of whatever the fuck. 

SAMANTHA
Clay---

CLAY
I’ve done my time, Sam. You’ve been away here and there...never thought it would get 
this bad with him, but it has...

SAMANTHA
I know, Clay

CLAY
I don’t think you do, Sam.

BYRON
Neither of you get anything.
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CLAY
Shut up! SHUT UP!

BYRON
We don’t have time for this! None of this!

CLAY
I had all the time in the world, Byron. All the time to find you in a park muttering to 
yourself. All the time to scrape feces off your pants. I had the time, I gave you the time.

Samantha focuses on Byron.

SAMANTHA
Clay is right. We came here to reminisce. We can walk you around a bit. See some of 
outside?

Byron hits the table again.

BYRON
I have seen it and seen it again.

Clay gets in between Samantha and Byron.

A moment of silence.

CLAY
Look at you...just...look at you, man...and I don’t care what’s in these things...something 
of our parents or our families...I don’t care.

BYRON
It’s not from your family. It ain’t from me...it’s cursed...it’s stolen and cursed.

Pause

SAMANTHA
Byron?

BYRON
First the folder. Samantha...open it up.

CLAY
No, Sam...don’t do this.
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Byron puts his head in his hands and looks frustrated.

CLAY
Don’t go down this road with him. We didn’t come here for this. For some half 
remembered scavenger hunt.

Samantha nods and thinks. 

BYRON
We have---

Samantha cuts Byron off by putting her hand on his 
shoulder.

Samantha turns back to Clay.

SAMANTHA
I’m gonna do this. I am sorry I didn’t help more and wasn’t around more. But I’m gonna 
do this. If you want to do it with me....I would like that, Clay.

Clay nods.

Samantha walks over to the binder and opens up the flap 
and looks in it.

BYRON
Spread it out...like a feast. Right on the table.

Samantha goes into the binder and pulls out a packed 
brick of plastic wrap. It looks like money.

She puts the brick of wrapped money on the table and 
goes back into the binder and takes out three more just 
like it. She places all the wrapped bricks on the table.

SAMANTHA
This...is...

BYRON
This is her feast...and she is gonna smell it and come for us..I promise you.
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CLAY
Byron, I---

BYRON
Go into the box, Clay. Handle with care.

Clay does nothing at first.

BYRON
Do it, Clay. And do it now. 

SAMANTHA
Clay.

Clay turns to Samantha.

SAMANTHA
I’m doing it with you. 

Samantha looks over at Byron.

SAMANTHA
Lets all do it.

Clay looks down at the box and opens it up. He goes into 
it and takes out a white vase.

The vase is about 14 inches tall with blue trim on the rim 
of it.

Clay looks at it for a moment then puts it on the table 
next to the wrapped plastic packs.

SAMANTHA
It’s nice.

BYRON
It is my sweet, Sam...it is...and it’s yours’. It’s yours’, but it ain’t yours’. 

Pause
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BYRON
It is someone else’s...from the other side of the sea...from the other world.

CLAY
What?

Samantha picks up one of the plastic bricks off the table.

SAMANTHA
This...this is money? How much is this?

BYRON
Nugget...chicken nuggets for her Majesty.

Clay gets up in Byron’s face.

CLAY
Byron...stay with us.

BYRON
Believe me, Clay...I’m staying.

CLAY
Focus....

BYRON
I’m more focused than a lightning filled sniper.

CLAY
Byron!

Clay grabs the plastic brick of wrapped money from 
Samantha.

CLAY
How much is this? Where did this come from?

BYRON
From the other world.
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Clay drops the wrapped plastic brick back on the table 
and walks away running his hands through his hair and 
sighs.

Samantha goes over to Byron.

SAMANTHA
Byron...where? Tell us...Tell me.

Byron begins to shake his head, but eventually talks.

BYRON
Your dad...your daddy...your father...your king...your local hero...your  fallen warrior.

Clay walks back over to Byron and Samantha.

CLAY
Byron, be careful now.

Clay stares right at Byron.

CLAY
Be careful. Be very very careful when talking about our Father.

BYRON
He was a great man, Clay.

Clay takes a breath.

BYRON
But he went into the darkness.

Clay collars Byron by his shirt.

CLAY
I said watch it!

SAMANTHA
Clay!

Samantha grabs Clay by his shoulders.
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CLAY
I don’t know what is in there anymore....with the bits of protein on your brain...maybe 
it’s more...maybe it’s shovel fulls of protein, and I don’t know what words I say get 
through to you, but you were a caretaker, Byron...a good one...but a caretaker...and then 
we became caretakers. You were never a father...never a dad.

Samantha releases from holding Clay’s shoulders a little, 
almost saddened by what Clay just said.

CLAY
Our Father was our Father...and our only one. And will be our only one. So be careful.

Clay slowly releases his hold on Byron.

A moment of silence.

BYRON
That vase...that vase a few centuries old...not just another world, but another time...it 
didn’t take a magic carpet over here or just appear through a portal. It was stolen and 
brought here. Stolen and brought here by your dad.

Clay looks like he is going to punch Byron, but doesn’t. 

Clay just walks off trying to calm himself down as he 
breathes heavy.

SAMANTHA
Byron---

BYRON
Samantha what I speak doesn’t come from the rambling brambles in my grey. That 
pendant of your mother’s...that’s real...your mom is real, your dad is real. They did good 
things, but you need to know it...know it before I hear the stomping of those long legs. 
Your father went back and back into that desert to steal...

Clay walks over to Byron like he is going to attack him, 
but Samantha steps in front of Byron to protect him.

Clay stops and simply stands there.
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BYRON
He sold most of it, black marketed it, invested it, bought land, bought your mom’s---

Byron stops himself.

SAMANTHA
What Byron?

BYRON
Your mom’s diner helped clean the money...make it look right on the books...stashed a lot 
of it away here and in other places, but you have to know, you have to know it. I have to 
get it out of me before I hear that pulsing stomp in the distance. You have to know.

CLAY
You are a deranged loon. A sad fucking man...a fucking husk. Breaking that cane...feeling it 
crack on my knee. Should have taken a piece of it and laid you out with it. Maybe knock 
some of that protein up there loose. Get you talking right.

BYRON
Don’t want to say any of this to you, but you need to know. Carrying this all with me I 
knew, I knew when I started to creep into the shadows...when I could hear the tentacled 
wreck coming I knew I had to let you know before it was all gone in me. You had to 
know, you both had to.

Samantha walks off into the cabin like Clay did. She 
paces for a moment.

Clay gets closer to Byron and puts both his hands on the 
table.

CLAY
Byron...

Clay leans over Byron, looking down on him.

CLAY
You need to really plow through the muck and mirk in that skull of yours’ and  be real 
with us.

Byron goes to speak, but Clay cuts him off.
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BYRON
I had---

CLAY
You had to tell us, had to show us...had to confess. I’m confessing now to you, Byron. 
This all better be real...no snakes, no monsters...real...REAL!

Pause

BYRON
Oh...they are real...she is real just like this vase is.

Byron touches the vase.

BYRON
Your dad touched this...I touched it now...you...you both have to touch it...have to know.

Byron touches the vase more and pets it almost.

BYRON
You have to touch it...you have to know it, Clay. You and Samantha. This is real...what 
I’m saying...this vase...it’s real. I promise you.

Clay looks down at the vase  and reaches down and 
touches it.

BYRON
It was taken from a place of light...fires of the desert....now the dark of the cabin.

Samantha walks over to Byron and takes the vase from 
him.

Samantha looks at it.

BYRON
I do not mean to offend you sweet princess and prince. Your papa took what he could 
over there and sold what he could here. That is the simple truth.

A long moment of silence.  Byron exhales a long breath 
like he is relieved about what he finally got to say to 
Samantha and Clay.
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SAMANTHA
Why? Why are you doing this, Byron?

Samantha looks like she is almost about to cry.

SAMANTHA
You lied the whole way up here. You could care less about this cabin...the memories...just 
needed to dump all this on us? You could have told us before we trekked up here.

BYRON
You would never believe me. I had to show you. Your eyes had to witness it...and...

SAMANTHA
And?

Pause

CLAY
And what?

Byron breaths in deep and tries reaching down to his right 
shoe.

CLAY
Shit, Byron.

Byron struggles trying to get at his right shoe. Clay 
frustratingly moves Byron’s chair back away from the 
table with Byron in it.

Samantha, also looking aggravated, reaches down and 
takes off Byron’s right shoe and gives it to Byron. 

Byron goes into the shoe and takes out another piece of 
paper.

Samantha takes the shoe and puts it down and Byron 
slides it back on.

Byron unfolds the old piece of paper and looks at it and 
just holds it up in the air for Samantha and Clay to take.
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Samantha and Clay both look at each other and Samantha 
takes it.

They both notice Byron didn’t look up at them.

CLAY
Byron? 

Byron does nothing as Samantha looks at the piece of 
paper in her hand.

CLAY
Byron...look up at me.

Byron does nothing.

CLAY
What do you see?

BYRON
I see my Sam and my Clay.

Samantha holds back tears again.

CLAY
Byron...you can’t look. You haven’t been looking up this whole time. Barely at all.

BYRON
When Samantha mentioned the nails...I saw them...I looked up and saw them. Her eggs. 
Her eggs dangling off the ceiling. This is her den. I knew it. Could feel their moisture drip 
on the table.

Clay looks up at the ceiling.

CLAY
Just us here, Byron.

BYRON
Pretty soon she’ll come. Come and protect them.

Pause
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SAMANTHA
Byron.

Byron looks over at Samantha.

Samantha holds up the piece of paper

SAMANTHA
More buried treasure?

BYRON
Indeed my sweet, Sam. That should still be accurate. Around the  yard and in the cabin. 
Stashes of cash. Other ancient treasures. All for you. You can be Caesar and Cleopatra. 

Samantha looks at the map and hands it to Clay.

SAMANTHA
What if I don’t want any of this? What if me and Clay ain’t taking any of this?

BYRON
I promised your mother. Promised her I would show you and tell you. She thought you 
had a right to know. To at least choose. 

Pause

CLAY
Well...Byron, I am choosing...finally. Finally choosing to just...stop...stop with 
you...your madness...your maps...what you see...what you can remember. I never knew 
what to believe and I now I know even less. So...screw all this.

SAMANTHA
Clay, what are you saying?

CLAY
I’m saying were actually gonna believe him? Trust that brain of his? His ramblings and 
chicken scratch on something he tucks in his shoes? No way.

BYRON
That’s why we had to come here. I knew you had to see it.
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CLAY
Still don’t believe it, Byron. Don’t trust you...don’t trust that mind anymore.

BYRON
Clay---

Clay cuts off Byron and gets in his face.

CLAY
Our dad saved lives...changed things over there...saved people.

BYRON
He did...but he did other things too....and this is proof.

Clay just walks away again throwing up his hands.

SAMANTHA
How much is here? Total...not just the table, but everywhere.

BYRON
Hard to tell what the value of some of the objects are...but the cash alone...maybe half a 
million dollars wrapped up tight all over this place.

Samantha just half gasps and tries processing it all.

BYRON
And it’s yours’...you and Clay can do whatever you want with it. And you are free...free 
to choose now....and you are free of me.

Clay turns back to Byron.

CLAY
What?

BYRON
I have made arrangements...careful arrangements with some of your father’s old 
associates.

SAMANTHA
Who?

BYRON
Friends and well wishers. They are on their way up here tomorrow.
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CLAY
To do what?

BYRON
You need to decide if you want to take some or all of your father’s plunderings---

SAMANTHA
Byron, what are you saying? Who is coming?

BYRON
You are free of me and my visions and burdens. Take  what you want---

Samantha gets in Byron’s face.

SAMANTHA
Stop with what we’re taking and everything...no one is coming for you.

BYRON
It is arranged, Sweet Sam...just one last step for you and Clay after you decide on your 
treasure.  In the trunk...a large wheel of masking tape. One of you needs to get it. And one 
of you needs to turn that oven on. Turn that knob all the way.

CLAY
Byron stop.

BYRON
You’re gonna take your dad’s treasures, your birth rights and you’re gonna tape me tight 
and strong to this beautiful old chair and let the gas in that old oven belch out onto me. If 
I change my mind, if I see her Majesty come in here or if the eggs hatch on me I’ll want to 
move and I need to be anchored good.

SAMANTHA
Byron...enough.

BYRON
I agree, Sweet Sam! I agree! Enough with what I see, what I hear, my silly cane, its silly 
powers, my silly visions, my crazy grey matters burdening me, you and Clay. Over! All 
over with, Sam....Sweet Sam and Careful Clay. You get that tape and free me and free 
yourselves...finally free of this...I’ll be free of the dark and you will be free of me...

SAMANTHA
Byron---
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Clay walks back over to Byron and hugs him.

CLAY
Stop this please. Please stop this. I’m sorry...sorry what I said.

Clay hugs him back.

BYRON
I know it’s a lot...a lot to take in...a lot to handle. I barely believed it when your momma 
confessed it to me...told me it all.

Clay releases the hug and looks at Byron.

CLAY
I’m sorry about the cane, sorry about not being there more. What you see, what you have 
to endure. I should take it more seriously.  I will, okay? I will.

Byron looks right back up at Clay.

BYRON
Clay...I’m not walking out of here. I sat in this chair when I came in and when I hit this 
wood I knew it in my scrambled egg brain that I wouldn’t have to put any weight again 
on these feet. These brickle brackle knees wouldn’t have to hold up this old husk 
anymore...believe me...you were right. This is an old husk that cannot go on like this 
anymore. Only more beasts will come...her eggs will hatch above me and whole new 
horrors will come from them. I already hear her hoofs in the great distance. This is where 
they die and I die.

CLAY
No....no, Byron. No!

Clay grabs onto Byron’s shoulders trying to make him 
get up.

CLAY
You are getting up. Byron get up! Get up now!

Clay struggles to get Byron up who just sits there trying 
not to budge.
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CLAY
GET  UP NOW!

Clay begins o break down and just collapses into Byron.

Byron puts his hand on the back of Clay’s head.

BYRON
This is me, Clay...a demented shell...you were right. I’m looking into another world 
now...world of monsters and mayhem.  What you see is another version. Remember the 
old Byron...By the Old. Sweet Sam, Careful Clay...but By the Old has to go.

Samantha walks over to Clay and Byron and puts her 
hand on Clay’s back.

SAMANTHA
We understand, Byron. This is where it has to end. It has to.

Clay brings his head up off of Byron and looks at 
Samantha.

CLAY
No, no...

BYRON
You know it...you both know it. Let me have this. Will take out her nest, will take out 
her...I’ll sleep easy...painless easy sleep...no more beasts...no more...it just won’t be there 
anymore...

CLAY
No more trips to a cabin...ripping up along the highway with you....watching Mets 
games...anything and everything with, Byron...that will be gone too.

SAMANTHA
Your jokes...your peach cobbler...your cooking  tips, both bad and good. 

Samantha starts to cry.

SAMANTHA
Me and Clay sitting with you when you told your mom finally about who you were...our 
first trip to the doctor with you...the beach house in Maine...us giving you dating 
advice...both good and bad.
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Byron laughs a little which makes tears follow right 
behind his laughter.

SAMANTHA
I will remember it all, and you are right, Byron. This is where it should end. 

CLAY
No...No, Sam.

SAMANTHA
If he wants it to end here, Clay, it can end here. I am not going to get in your way, Byron.

CLAY
What?! No...I...I’ll get in your way. I will. Stop...just let’s think...I believe you, Byron..I 
do...our Dad...he...I get it, okay? He....did some terrible things...me and Sam will deal with 
it all in our own way...we will, but we can’t leave you here. No one is leaving you here. 
We are leaving...all of us...together. 

BYRON
Clay....while I can...let me look at you and Sweet Sam with some dusting of sanity. Before 
you are just more winged wrecks of creatures from the deep. Before tentacles burst from 
your  rib cage and her majesty comes and claims you. Let me see you as you are and let 
me watch you go off into the distance like that...and not like what you will become.

CLAY
This ain’t about that. You...you don’t want people to see you a scared, trembling shell. 
Vanity and pride is what this is. Making it all right and then being able to hide...not let the 
world see you rust away like some old farm silo...stupid pride.

BYRON
Clay...

Clay doesn’t want to face Byron.

BYRON
Son.

That word hits Clay hard. He finally turns to Byron.

BYRON
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It is many things...fear, worry, pride...but they are all mine...my choice...let me make this 
one.

A long pause as Clay says nothing back.

BYRON
You know this is the way. Just let me...

Another moment of silence.

SAMANTHA
I’ll do it. I’ll go get the masking tape.

CLAY
No...I can go get it.

Samantha grabs Clay by the arm.

SAMANTHA
I’ll go, Clay. I’ll get it.

Samantha and Clay share a stare and Samantha releases 
her hold on Clay’s arm. Clay moves and lets Samantha 
pass.

Samantha looks at Byron as she passes him and touches 
his shoulder.

Samantha exits.

Clay walks over to the table and looks down at the vase 
and packs of money.

CLAY
Always thought my parents worked hard. Mom busted her ass and Dad...Dad a shining 
Knight on a hill.

BYRON
Both things allowed to be true, Clay. Both worlds can exist...like the world I see and this 
one...you can remember them as you want....and remember me as you want.
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CLAY
I don’t know if that’s how it works.

Byron just half smiles and shakes his head.

BYRON
It can work however you want, Clay. However you want.

Clay nods.

BYRON
Just...whatever you do...whatever you decide to do with all this...just look after 
Samantha. She is strong, but....just help each other.

CLAY
She’ll be helping me...believe me.

Pause

BYRON
While this band aid is being ripped please go start on that stove. Might take a second for 
it to kick on.

Clay does nothing.

BYRON
Clay.

Clay looks at Byron.

BYRON
Please.

Clay walks over past Byron and Samantha enters back on 
stage. 

Samantha and Clay see each other, but Byron’s back is to 
them.

In Samantha’s hand is Byron’s cane. It is now bound 
back together with masking tape.
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Clay just wells up, but holds in his tears as him and 
Samantha look at each other and each nod.

Samantha walks over to the table in front of Byron. Clay 
follows behind her and they both look at Byron.

Byron sees the taped cane in Samantha’s hand.

Byron just stares, not knowing what to say. He looks at 
Samantha who raises the cane up over the table vertically 
holding it with one hand, almost like a sword.

Byron looks like he is fighting tears.

Samantha takes a big gulp right before she is about to talk.

SAMANTHA
Byron....I Samantha the Sweet...heir to a bunch of old treasure and stacks of money...last 
of her name...I take this reforged staff and before I hand it to you now, know that you 
carry great power...great power with this new staff. It will glow the power of a dozen 
suns to burn out any creature from the dark deep...I raise it up...

Samantha raises up the cane and Clay watches it rise up. 
Byron doesn’t want to raise his head.

SAMANTHA
I raise it up!

Byron finally  raises up his head looking up at the cane 
and the ceiling.

SAMANTHA
Let her tremble...let her hooves here the pounding of your cane...let her offspring shake 
when they hear your staff....let that cold Sunday afternoon in February burn bright with a 
thousand July 4th’s...let your demons run and burn...

Samantha brings the cane down towards Byron, almost 
like she is going to knight him.

SAMANTHA
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Let this be your staff for your first steps...your first steps in this new world...with your 
new thoughts...your new mind. And when the monsters come...when the wave of black 
rips up the valley...when you hear her legs hit the ground she will hear this and quake... 
and this new power...this new cane of power has your Sweet Sam bound to it...bound to 
it forever...and Careful Clay...we are bound to the  cane with you...the more places you 
go...the more the cane’s power grows...the more places you go we go...you have been 
there for us...and Careful Clay and Sweet Sam and this Cane of Power plan on going 
nowhere without you.

A moment of silence.

Byron holds back tears.

BYRON
Sam...you are beyond any name...both of you, but this cane...this cane is just more 
treasure here...this chair is where I rest now.

SAMANTHA
There is no more time to rest...now...now is the time for adventures....for trying...and for 
forging with your new weapon...your new power.

BYRON
I agree...for you and Clay it is...time for trying it all and adventures, but I have made my 
decision.

SAMANTHA
I don’t think you have...and the Cane of Power doesn’t think you have either...it was 
made for you...not me...soon it will begin to burn my flesh...it needs the hands of its 
master...the hands of someone who has been through way more and seen way more than 
silly snakes or earth shaking spiders. Who has lived in a world with much worst monsters 
rejecting him for many different reasons and Sweet Sam and Careful Clay won’t let Brave 
Byron....Byron The Brave go into the dark yet. 

Samantha holds down the cane closer to Byron who just 
stares at it.

Clay reaches out and holds onto part of the cane.
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CLAY
And what you have now...what you now have Byron The Brave is what you knew you 
always had, but it is even stronger now....the Cane, Sweet Sam and me...your new 
weapons...three torches that will burn away the dark and her offspring...that will crack 
through the night...you have it, Byron The Brave....you have your family. Your family 
that won’t let you stay here..I can feel it...can feel it heating up.

Clay’s hand begins to tremble that is holding the cane.

CLAY
And anything that wants to follow us out of here doesn’t know what fire awaits it. You 
just need to reach out and take it, Byron The Brave. We walk out of here and leave all this 
cursed treasure behind. New footsteps out into your new world.

A moment of silence as Byron sits there.

Samantha starts to breath heavy. Like she is having a 
panic attack.

CLAY
You okay?

Samantha says nothing trying to look strong, but she still 
breathes heavier and heavier.

BYRON
I am always in the corner of your mind.

Samantha looks mad.

SAMANTHA
Don’t you say this.

BYRON
I am always in the corner of your mind...It might be a small corner...

CLAY
Please, Byron.

BYRON
But it is ours’...and I will be there forever,
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A moment of silence.

Clay releases his hand from the cane.

SAMANTHA
You need to feel its heat. Clay can’t take it....I can barely take it.

Samantha’s hand begins to shake that is holding the cane 
as she still breathes heavy.

SAMANTHA
Let’s make it official so you can take it.

BYRON
Please stop, Sam.

Samantha puts the cane closer to Byron’s head and 
knights him with the cane.

SAMANTHA
In the name of all the milky moons, and tidal waves, and haunted valleys and old warped 
wood cabins and cooling cobblers of peach...I hereby make that corner a continent...a new 
continent from tectonic plates to thunder clapping clouds...no more dark corners...new 
places and new things now await...if you just take this fiery torch...Clay and I can’t hold 
it any longer...it is yours’ to take and use...to take and stomp out of here with...letting 
everything in the deep shake with each of its thuds. 

Byron puts his head down.

SAMANTHA
And you know why you must take your torch. You know it deep down why you can’t 
stay...why you have to carry the fire...because Sweet Sam...and Careful Clay...Careful 
Clay is your son...he is your son...and I am your daughter...

Byron keeps his head down still shaking it, not wanting 
to look up.

SAMANTHA
And you...you are our Dad.

Pause
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Byron has his head down still.

SAMANTHA
And Dad...

Byron finally  lifts his head to look at Samantha.

SAMANTHA
We are Spartans....and Spartans fly.

A long moment of silence as Byron looks at Samantha and 
then at Clay. He looks finally at the cane and Samantha’s 
trembling hand holding it.

Byron reaches out and takes it. 

He holds it in his hands and studies it.

He holds the top of it and loudly plants the base of it into 
the ground. He slowly gets himself up and walks away 
from the chair. He looks up at the ceiling and back at 
Samantha and Clay. 

Clay hugs him. Samantha follows after Clay and does the 
same. 

They all stand there in the hug and release. 

Byron walks off with a little help from them gingerly 
walking with the cane.

Byron stops walking.

BYRON
You were right.

SAMANTHA
About?

BYRON
I feel it...I feel the heat...feel the heat of it.
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Byron looks down at the cane.

BYRON
I feel the light.

Byron looks around and exits with Clay and Samantha 
helping him.

As Clay and Byron exit Samantha turns back towards the 
cabin.

Samantha walks back over to the table and looks at the 
vase and plastic packs of money. 

Byron and Clay are off stage now. It is just Samantha.

Samantha looks around the cabin again and up at the 
ceiling. She looks down at the money and touches one of 
the bricks of money and the vase.

She takes a big breath and reaches up around her neck and 
takes off her pendant. She looks at the pendant for a 
moment. 

She slowly lowers the pendant down into the vase.

She takes one more look around the cabin and exits.

LIGHTS  OUT

THE  END
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